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Buggy organizer

EVERYTHING AT HAND 

THE NEW BUGGY ORGANIZER FROM LÄSSIG – STYLISH, PRACTICAL, INDISPENSABLE! 

Flexible design, shiny surface and everything within easy reach: The new buggy organizers from LÄSSIG are the ideal choice 
for modern parents who are looking for style and functionality. Thanks to the clever storage compartments, the most important 
baby items are always at hand so that parents can get going straight away. The plain-colored design with a silky sheen 
fits perfectly with the new LÄSSIG modular concept and is the ideal complement to the MIX Shopper or the MIX Multi Bag.

BUGGY ORGANIZER BAG

Equipped with a comfortable shoulder strap and practical baby carriage attachment, the Buggy Organizer Bag offers maximum 

flexibility for on the go. Whether as a baby carriage organizer, shoulder bag or cross-body – the buggy organizer bag is the perfect 

accessory for active parents. A large main compartment with a clearly arranged interior – including a bottle holder – ensures 

that everything is neatly stowed away. The buggy organizer bag is available in four stylish colors to suit every taste.

Material: 100% polyester  |  Dimensions: 32 x 10 x 20 cm 

UVP: 40.95 £ 

PFC
FREE
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BUGGY ORGANIZER

The buggy organizer is the ideal choice for parents, who like to keep things a little more compact. Its spacious main compartment 

features a clearly arranged interior. Thanks to the baby carriage attachment, the bag can be quickly and easily attached to the 

buggy and baby carriage. The modern outer fabric with a silky, shiny surface gives the organizer a touch of luxury. Available in black, 

camel, deep red and olive, this organizer too makes a statement in terms of style. 

Material: 100% polyester  |  Dimensions: 36 x 13 x 17 cm  

 

UVP: 30.95 £  

PFC
FREE


